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Just there.....just at the edge of sight.....
I find myself searching more and more for Ev...it's terrible....and I've been in a bad way for it...really
fighting these days.
Is she there....just on the horizon....just out of sight.....lost....looking for me too.....
No.......
She is somewhere....and I am here.....and our paths will not cross again for some time.....but I still
look........too much.........
I have been blessed with plenty of great memories this weekend....facebook has offered up a
few...so has a quick trip to Toronto...odd really now that I put it together just this second....
Years ago we took a camping trip to Niagara Falls, Stayed in an Erie camp ground....hotel in
Niagara....stopping in Toronto to visit some sites.....some I passed by this weekend....moments I
loved with Ev...places that yesterday struck me deeply...places I actually went to visit after Ev
passed....spots we laughed and held each other's hands......moments.........
Oddly an anniversary as Facebook offered up pictures from that trip this morning...wonderful
photos of our family having so much fun.....
Looking at the date it's been 19 months since I lost Ev....19 months.....I can't believe it's been that
long.....
Sadly I'm terrible right now....I don't know why but I fight tears too often these days....an hour on
the treadmill today....driving...the grocery store....talking with friends......it's almost like the first few
months....I can't even speak about her for a minute without suffering the urge to pour tears.....
....wracking.....
How much longer....19 more months? 19 more years?
The Quote of The Day
A whole human life is just a heartbeat here in Heaven. Then we'll all be together forever.
~What dreams may come
That's right folks....just a heartbeat in Heaven.....
What about here....hey....how many beats will there be?
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My babies and I laugh every day....My friends are fabulous and my neighbors are welcoming.....my
life is very very good...better than many, maybe most....
BUT.....it was better....it was perfect before.........and now it hurts...........
Babe.....I know you're there......I miss you too much......
XO
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